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World's scientists to benefit
from new genome agreement

About 240 youngsters went trick-or-treating in Washington University residence halls Oct. 29. Above, junior Nilima Shah doles out candy to students
from St. Louis Public Schools from her room in Shepley Residence Hall. The
children participate in a variety of student-led programs sponsored by the
Campus Y.

Project Zeus

Diverse researchers collaborate
on Olympian fiber optics network

The School of Medicine is undertaking
a massive project that will make key
information about the human genome
available to scientists around the world.
The work will be conducted under an
agreement with Merck & Co. Inc., a New
Jersey-based pharmaceutical manufacturer,
to fund the project. The pact was signed last
week, although the project effectively began
Oct. 1.
The project is expected to speed the
finding of genes responsible for many diseases and enhance the probability of creating
a new arsenal of disease-fighting drugs.
"We think it is extremely important to
make this information available," said Robert
Waterston, head of the Department of Genetics. "It will accelerate human genetics research and have important implications for
human health and well-being."
Waterston will oversee the 18-month
project, which will be directed by Richard
Wilson, Ph.D., at the School of Medicine's
Genome Sequencing Center. The center's
automated technology is the fastest available for decoding DNA, the blueprint of
all life.
"With this project, Merck is promoting
the unrestricted exchange of genomic data,"
said Edward Scolnick, president of Merck
Research Laboratories and executive vice
president of Merck & Co. Inc. "This will
facilitate progress in biomedical research by
reducing duplication of efforts, speeding
the identification of disease-related genes
and enhancing the probability of breakthrough drug discoveries."
The project involves partially decoding
snippets of human DNA that orchestrate the
production of thousands of human proteins.
Merck will provide the DNA to Washington
University and Waterston and his co-workers will "spell out" the partial molecular
sequence of the DNA fragments. The full
sequence would tell researchers which
protein a gene produces. The partial sequence is the first step in finding the genes

that need to be completely sequenced to
develop a medical or scientific use for the
proteins they encode.
During the course of their work, the
Washington University researchers likely
will provide signposts to show the way to a
host of new genes. All molecular sequences uncovered during the project will
be delivered immediately to a computer
data bank called GenBank, which is operated by the US. government's National
Center for Biotechnology Information in
Bethesda, Md. The data base is accessible
to all interested researchers. Scientists who
are interested in studying a particular gene
or genes then will be able to get copies of
those sequences.
Increasingly, drug and biotechnology
companies have teamed up to sequence
large numbers of partial gene sequences.
But the companies are keeping their
findings secret until they are able to
determine the commercial usefulness and
seek patent protection based on partial
knowledge of the gene. The lack of access
to the data has frustrated many scientists
who believe it has slowed progress in
genetics research.
The project also will play an important
role in speeding the mapping of the entire
human genome. Much of the human
genome work is being done in the United
States as part of the $3 billion, 15-year
Human Genome Project. The work already
has identified important genes involved in
cystic fibrosis, muscular dystrophy and
Huntington's disease.
Most recently, Waterston's work has
concentrated on spelling out the molecular
sequence of DNA in the tiny roundworm,
C. elegans. His research is funded by the
National Institutes of Health Human
Genome Project. Sequencing DNA from
organisms such as the worm and yeast has
laid the foundation for developing technology to rapidly sequence human DNA,
Waterston said.

Six hundred employees will move to West Campus

Since early summer, construction crews
have been busy transforming the landmark Farrious-Barr department store at 7425
Forsyth Blvd. in Clayton into a modern
administrative office and retail building.
Five months into the renovation, only traces
The recent grants, all effective Oct. 1,
There may not have been pro baseball in St. Louis this October, but^c. provide application possibilities ranging from of the former department store remain as
dressing rooms are transformed into offices
Project Zeus hit a grand slam in
sophisticated medical imaging to simulated
tank maneuverings in mock battlefield situa- and windows replace full-length mirrors.
funding to make this autumn a
Washington University acquired the
tions. Jonathan S. Turner, Ph.D., professor
"fall classic" for fiber optic research at
Famous-Barr building, across from the RitzWashington University.
and chair of computer science, is principal
Carlton Hotel, about four years ago. By next
Project Zeus, begun in 1991, is the
investigator of the first award a National
spring, about 600 University employees will
campuswide computer research network that Science Foundation (NSF) Research Infrajoin a branch of the library, the International
is testing the myriad possibilities of fiber
structure grant of $997,617 for three years.
This will supply Project Zeus with broadband Writers Center and a conference center that
optic communications applications. One of
have been operating in the building's lower
only a few such university programs in the
network components connecting various
level for about one year. Already, some
departments and laboratories at Washington
world Project Zeus has been awarded more
commercial establishments leasing space
than $4.1 million in grants within the past
University. On the Hilltop Campus, the
two months alone. In September, the project
School of Engineering and Applied Science's from the University are open for business on
received nearly $450,000 from the Advanced Applied Research Laboratory (ARL) will be the street-level of the westernmost building,
which formerly housed the Boyd's clothing
Research Program Agency (ARPA) for its
connected to the Office of the Network
store, and more are scheduled to open in
part in a collaborative program with telecom- Coordinator, and the departments of Electriupcoming months.
munications industry giants in an ultra highcal Engineering, Earth and Planetary Sci"The interior has been gutted, the demolispeed communications project. Together with ences, and Biology. On the School of Medition is complete, the asbestos abatement is
another ARPA grant awarded in the fall of
cine Campus, the Mallinckrodt Institute of
complete. Now we're in the design stage and
1993, Project Zeus has received more than
Radiology, the Department of Neuroscience,
$7.5 million in funding within the past year.
the Institute for Biomedical Computing (IBC) working with tenants to develop the space,"
said Steve Rackers, manager of capital
Project Zeus brings together diverse
and the Central Institute for the Deaf will be
projects and records division in the Departresearchers across both campuses in a highconnected with each other and the Hilltop
ment of Facilities Planning and Management.
speed, interactive visual environment. Biolo- Campus departments. The Office of the
"We encountered a little more asbestos than
gists and neuroscientists, for instance, will
Network Coordinator will operate the network through cyberspace with electrical
work and be connected to all the locations on was thought but that was abated. Everything
else we anticipated and we are on schedule."
engineers and computer scientists to provide both campuses.
The second third and fourth floors will
research images in real-time, making research
The second grant, also from the NSF, is a
be occupied by University administrative
more efficient, collaborative and timely.
Continued on page 7

offices. In the spring, Accounting Services is
scheduled to move from its current location
on Hampton Avenue into West Campus. The
department will be joined by other Hampton-based administrative offices, including
the investment branch of Accounting Services and part of Alumni and Development.
When a firm move-out date has been set, the
University will begin the process of leasing
or selling the Hampton facility, said Richard
Roloff, executive vice chancellor. The new
Washington University Shared Billing and
Collection Service at the School of Medicine
also will relocate to West Campus.
Continued on page 6
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Medical Update
New technique allows blood donation minutes before surgery
School of Medicine researchers are
studying a blood donation technique
that allows patients undergoing elective surgery to donate their own blood just
minutes before surgery begins.
The procedure reduces the risks — although already extremely low — of receiving
contaminated blood from a blood bank. It
also costs less than the more traditional
method of donating one's blood prior to
elective surgery called preoperative autologous blood donation, in which a patient can
store several units of his or her own blood
several weeks before an operation.
Called Acute Normovolemic Hemodilution (ANH), the new technique allows
doctors to remove as many as" four units of
the patient's blood at the time of surgery.
Instead of making trips to the hospital before
admission, the patient donates blood just after
the induction of anesthesia. The researchers presented data on 60
patients at the recent annual meeting of the
American Society of Anesthesiology. Half
of those patients used the new procedure;
the rest donated their own blood several
weeks prior to radical prostate surgery.
"We've been using this new technique for
some time now, and we've found that it's just
as safe and effective as the more traditional
preoperative autologous blood donation,"
said Terri G. Monk, M.D., assistant professor of anesthesiology. "We used to routinely
transfuse one to two units of allogenic blood
— blood from another person — in nearly
all of these patients. Now that there is such a
concern about infection from blood, we have
been able to decrease substantially the need
for any transfusion."
In fact, in this patient population — men
having prostate removal surgery — the
percentage of patients receiving transfusions
from the blood bank has fallen from 70
percent to less than 10 percent. The goal of
the investigators is to decrease the number
requiring blood from the blood bank to
nearly zero.
For the last decade, health professionals
have widely endorsed the practice of storing
blood prior to surgery. In spite of increased
expense, it has become the standard of care.
That's especially true for elective surgeries
including orthopedic joint replacement
surgery, prostate removal surgery and some
gynecological operations.
"These are all common procedures with a
fair amount of blood loss and a high probability of a blood transfusion," said Lawrence T.

Terri Monk, M.D., assistant professor of anesthesiology, draws several units of
blood in a process called Acute Normovolemic Hemodilution (ANH). Monk and
Lawrence Goodnough, M.D., associate professor of medicine and pathology,
have been studying ANH, which allows patients undergoing elective operations
to donate their own blood minutes before surgery.
Goodnough, M.D., associate professor of
medicine and pathology and director of
transfusion services at Barnes Hospital.
Goodnough and Monk studied 30 male
patients scheduled for radical prostate surgery. Each man donated one unit of blood

prior to hospital admission. Up to four
additional units were drawn at the time of
surgery. They compared those patients with
30 others who were chosen retrospectively.
The latter group had donated three units of
blood prior to hospital admission and had

Schlessinger receives $12.8 million grant for genome project
David Schlessinger, Ph.D.,professor
of medicine, genetics and molecular
microbiology, has received a $12.8
million grant to continue his work with the
Human Genome Project.
The four-year grant comes from the
Center for Human Genome Research at the
National Institutes of Health (NIH).
Schlessinger has played an important role in
the Human Genome Project, which seeks to
decipher the full genetic makeup of humans
and several other organisms, including
yeast, bacteria and the nematode, a tiny
transparent worm.
The genome project dramatically will
improve scientists' understanding of inheritable diseases and help identify individuals at
risk for inheriting genetic diseases, such as
certain types of cancer, cystic fibrosis and
Huntington's disease. Schlessinger's grant
will enable him to help complete the genetic
map of the human X chromosome.
"We will work with the international X
chromosome community to finish the map,"
said Schlessinger. "We also will devise new
technology and computer tools to represent
the map, which we will be able to transmit
around the world."
The consortium already has identified
the location of several hundred genes on the
X chromosome. The next phase of
Schlessinger's project will involve constructing a complete map by combining
several X chromosome maps into a single
high-resolution map.
Nearly half the X chromosome genes

found so far appear to be disease-related,
including genes for Duchenne muscular
dystrophy and retinitis pigmentosa. There is
considerable scientific interest in the X
chromosome because of its link to'a number
of diseases and its characteristic inheritance
pattern. Males only have a single X chromosome, which they inherit from their mother.
Females inherit one X chromosome from
each parent. Recessive genetic diseases
linked to the X chromosome, such as color
blindness, show up in males who carry only
one copy of the defective gene.
About 85 percent of the X chromosome
has been mapped in DNA reconstructed in
overlapping fragments, said Schlessinger,
who also directs the Center for Genetics in
Medicine. The researchers now face the
arduous task of filling in missing segments
and adding new milestones — which include genes and unique pieces of DNA that
scientists can use as landmarks in locating
the position of various genes.
The second phase of Schlessinger's
project involves spelling out the molecular
sequence of selected pieces of the X chromosome. Schlessinger will conduct the
work in conjunction with researchers at
Applied Biosystems, Division of PerkinElmer in Foster City, Calif. The collaboration also can result in more rapid sequencing improvements in commercial sequencing instruments. In addition, Schlessinger's
sequencing efforts are being coordinated
with the School of Medicine's Genome
Sequencing Center. The center, directed by

Robert Waterston, Ph.D., head of the Department of Genetics, has the most efficient
sequencing technology available today.
Those working with Schlessinger include: Volker Nowotny, Ph.D., research
assistant professor of genetics; Bernard
Brownstein, Ph.D., research assistant
professor of molecular microbiology; tt .
David States, M.D., Ph.D, associate professor and director of the Institute for Biomedical Computing; Terrence Featherstone,
Ph.D., research assistant professor of
genetics; and Pui Kwok, M.D, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of medicine.

Male volunteers sought
for infertility program
The Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology andrology laboratory is seeking
male students and staff members to donate
sperm for an insemination program. The lab
is looking for healthy men, between the ages
of 20 and 35, who have a degree or who are
at least college sophomores. The program
benefits couples with infertility problems.
All participants will receive free genetic
and disease screening in addition to payment for each appointment kept. Appointment times are between 7:30 and 9 a.m.
every Tuesday and Thursday. Participants
must be available for a year or more.
For more information, call 362-3167.
Confidentiality will be respected.

undergone the same surgery and experienced
similar blood loss during their operations.
Comparing the two groups, the researchers found similar results in terms of safety
and effectiveness, but the cost results were
very different. Predonated autologous blood
cost an average of $ 105 per unit, compared
with a per unit cost of $ 18 in the ANH group.
Goodnough said one reason the costs are
so much lower is that the blood never leaves
the operating room. "It never has to be
tested. It doesn't have to be inventoried, and
it's available for the patient's blood needs
during the surgery," he said. "Plus, we
retransfuse all of the blood back to the
patients before they leave the operating
room, so there is no waste involved."
Predonation of autologous blood is
associated with a high incidence of waste
because it is not always transfused into the
patient after surgery. Autologous blood is
the safest form of blood because it is the
patient's own. It also adds to the nation's
blood inventory in that the autologous donor
does not require blood from a blood bank.
Those are not the only reasons, however,
that autologous blood donation has become
standard medical practice before many
elective surgical procedures.
While the nation's blood supply has
never been safer, and chances of blood
borne infections from hepatitis to AIDS are
very low, the public perception of risk is
another story. "Every patient I talk to has a
great deal of fear of getting blood from
another human," said Monk. "They are all
concerned about the risk of a viral infection
from blood." Those concerns have contributed to the rise in popularity of preoperative
autologous blood donation.
Although ANH may seem risky since the
anesthesiologist draws blood immediately
before a surgical procedure, Monk said ANH
is safe because the blood is replaced volume
per volume with intravenous solution, so that
the total fluid volume in the bloodstream
remains constant. "The amount of red blood
cells in the circulation is lower than normal,"
Monk explained, "but there is enough hemoglobin in the blood to carry the necessary
oxygen to the body." Hemoglobin is the
molecule that transports oxygen in the blood.
Goodnough and Monk plan to build on
this technique by studying new and experimental blood substitutes to attempt to
achieve the goal of getting patients through
elective surgery without the need for blood
from the blood bank.
— Jim Dryden
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Will teaches 'fantastically cool subject
Physics is a "fantastically cool subject," says
school. He was going to be an architect. By his sophomore
Clifford Will, Ph.D. He realizes, however, that
year, he was convinced genetics was his future. But then for
his 15th birthday, he received a gift subscription to Sciennot everyone shares his fondness for the subject
that has fascinated him since the 11th grade.
tific American and he started reading interesting articles
Will has noticed how he can be in the middle
related to physics. And by the 11th grade, after having read
some popular books on the developing areas of astronomy,
of pleasant cocktail chatter and wham, the conversation
cosmology and particle physics, he was hooked on physics.
comes to an abrupt halt when he answers the innocuous
He received a bachelor's degree in applied mathematics
question "What do you do?"
He witnessed the aversion last year at a press conference and theoretical physics from McMaster University in
held in Stockholm, Sweden, for the Nobel Prize winners in
Hamilton. Among other honors there, he was awarded the
Chancellor's Gold Medal, the top senior prize, and was the
chemistry, economics and physics. Most of the questions
top student in a Canada-wide physics exam administered
from the media either went to the winning chemists —
their DNA work had a link
to the mega box office hit
"Jurassic Park"— or to the
economists.
Known worldwide as
one of the leading experts in
experimental tests of
Einstein's theory of general
relativity, Will has accepted
that for many people the
most they can say about
physics is that it was their
toughest subject in high
school. But mat doesn't stop
him from doing what he can
to broaden its appeal.
Will, professor and chair
of the Department of Physics, has made headway in
his quest. He has been
called one of the best lecturers in physics. Whether he's
talking to a handful of high
school physics teachers
eager to hear the latest on
relativity, or speaking before
a room of 500 scientists at a
major meeting, Will is able
to engage, entertain and
inform his audience.
And just last month, his
idea to bring the "frontiers
of science" to the general
Clifford Will, Ph.D., has been called one of the best lecturers in physics, He is known
public came to fruition with entertain
and inform his audience.
the inauguration of "Science
Saturdays," a lecture series
co-sponsored by the physics department and University
College. The University's four-week program featured Will
and three other physics faculty members discussing such
concepts as black holes, the "Big Bang" and wormholes.
Robert M. Walker, Ph.D., McDonnell Professor of
physics and director of the University's McDonnell Center
for the Space Sciences, said that such a program featuring
the faculty in evening or Saturday lectures for the general
public is "a tremendous idea and extremely important for
the intellectual climate at the University. A French visitor
who went to the first lecture wrote me a note saying how
thrilled he was, literally, at having been there, and said it
was a masterly performance and that Will has an obvious
gift for explaining things clearly, which he does."
. ■
Will reaches the masses through the written word as
well. His 1986 book focusing on Einstein's theory of
general relativity and the experiments designed to test it
by the Canadian Association of Physicists.
not only was reviewed in The New York Times, but also
During his first week at Caltech some fellow Canadians
made the newspaper's Christmas Books list.
suggested he talk to Thorne because as Will recalls they
The book, Was Einstein Right? won the coveted American Institute of Physics Scier^ .Wrifo^A_yy,ard in Physics ■ ■. -i4old him, "Oh, man, Thome's a great teacher, he's a great
and Astronomy, which is given annually to the best popular guy. He teaches relativity, which is a hot subject now."
science book. At last count, it has been translated in eight
Thorne was grateful for the glowing reference. With
Will and a few other top-notch graduate students on board
languages.
at the time, Thorne felt he had the "cream of the crop of the
Praise for the book often referred to Will's ability to
make the subject understandable to general interest readers. world's physics students."
In his critique, Isaac Asimov said, "Professor Will deThorne, now the Feynman Professor of Theoretical
scribes, in exciting clarity, the 80-year struggle on the part
Physics at Caltech, said, "It was clear from the beginning
that Cliff had enormous talent and enormous cognitive
of physicists to test whether general relativity is right or
abilities. By the time he completed his Ph.D., he had risen
wrong." Rockefeller University Professor of Physics
Abraham Pais wrote, "(Will's) account of new observations to the top — and very impressively. I would say that since
and new theoretical ideas is presented without mathematthe early 1970s, Cliff has been the lead figure in the world
among theorists who examine the theoretical foundations
ics. A remarkable achievement."
And the late Heinz R. Pagels, author of The Cosmic
for experiments in general relativity. By a fairly large
Code and Perfect Symmetry, said, "This is the best popular
margin, he has been the leader in this field."
' book describing the experimental basis for general relativWill said that among the many things he learned from
ity. Clifford Will tells the story like a master."
Thorne was how to engage an audience.
Will admits to some natural writing talent, but he also
"Using entertainment is especially important in bringing
likes to say he learned from a master. He credits Kip S.
science to the public because not everyone is all that exThorne, Ph.D., his thesis adviser at the California Institute
cited by scientific things," Will asserted. "I've given lecof Technology (Caltech) for not only influencing his area of tures where I've climbed up on a table and jumped, off to
research, but also for teaching him how to lecture effecdemonstrate free fall and thrown stuff into the audience to
tively and how to write clearly.
show them how to understand curved space-time." He's
Will arrived at Caltech from his hometown of Hamilton, even been known to use a Pac-Man eating dots to illustrate
Ontario, Canada, where he was the top student in his elhow a black hole works.
ementary, high school and college classes. He grew up in a
Will said there is one other important reason to be
working-class neighborhood. Both his parents worked in
grateful to Thorne. The young doctoral student who spent
local factories, where his father became a self-taught engimuch time working with his thesis adviser also got to know
— and love — the adviser's administrative assistant, Leslie
neer.
Will had charted out his life the first few weeks of high
Moser. They married and Have two adult daughters, Eliza-

"Using entertainment is
especially important in
bringing science to the
public because not
everyone is all that excited
by scientific things."

beth Torop and Rosalie Will. Leslie is an administrative
assistant again, but now in the University's Department of
Education.
Will, whose typical attire is tennis shoes, jeans or shorts,
and one of his estimated 100 T-shirts acquired at road races,
didn't mind having to put on white tie and tails to attend the
1993 Nobel Prize award ceremony. He was invited to the
festivities in Stockholm in recognition of his work related to
the prize-winning research in physics by Russell Hulse and
Joseph Taylor.
Hulse and Taylor's discovery of a binary pulsar provided
the first direct test of a key prediction of the general relativity theory — the prediction
of gravity waves. Taylor
credits Will as'being one of
the first to point out the
importance of the particular
test that he and Hulse conducted that eventually confirmed the existence of
gravitational waves.
"Cliff was one of those
who was aware of what the
long-term implications could
be," said Taylor. "He helped
point them out to us as
experimenters and helped
convince us that it was worth
putting a lot of effort into it.
In fact, I ended up spending
20 years doing just those
sorts of things."
Walker, who was building
the McDonnell Center in the
early 1980s, recognized the
importance of Will's research
and recruited him. Will came
to Washington University in
1981 after seven years at
Stanford University. He has
chaired the physics department since 1991.
"In addition to being one
of the world's leaders in
experimental tests of general
for his ability to engage,
relativity, that is, in thinking
of experiments to do, though
not performing them himself, he also has a masterly ability to explain the most abstruse ideas in ways that can be understood. Cliff Will is a
luminary of the McDonnell Center," said Walker.
"His field might seem kind of esoteric and not very
important to the average person," Walker continued, "but in
fact people's lives are being grossly affected by the general
theory of relativity. This is the theory that is absolutely
necessary to understand the operation of the Global Positioning System (GPS)."
GPS is an array of navigation satellites operated by the
U.S. Air Force for military and civilian navigation. In addition
to its military applications — the U.S. Department of Defense
termed the system "an unsung hero of the American effort" in
the Persian Gulf War — GPS is being used in oil exploration,
geological studies and surveying and navigation. All commercial ship and plane trips soon will be routed by GPS.
Will chaired a committee for the Air Force to determine
whether the general theory of relativity was being applied
properly to its data on GPS and concluded that it was.
"The whole field of general relativity has enormous promise for the future," Walker added. "Will has developed much
of the basic theory for what someday will herald a whole new
arena of astrophysics and gravitational wave astronomy. And
Will heads a research group that will play an important role."
Will's current research involves theoretical calculations of
gravity waves from inspiralling double-stars, which will be
used by experimenters at gravitational-wave observatories to
be completed later this decade.
- Students who have had Will as a teacher or a thesis
adviser say it's a feather in their cap to have worked with
him, and researchers who are now working with Will's
former students say his influence is apparent.
One of those former students, Alan Wiseman, Ph.D., was
chosen out of 100 applicants to work as a postdoctoral
fellow under Thorne, Will's former thesis adviser at Caltech.
"Alan is superbly trained and is making major contributions
to the gravitational wave effort," said Thorne.
Wiseman said he was fortunate to have had such a good
working relationship — one that continues today — with
Will, who he refers to as "an absolutely excellent thesis
adviser. He allowed me to pursue my own ideas when those
were good ideas and kept me steered clear of my poor ideas.
He really let me work independently but without ignoring
me."
Wiseman is frequently reminded of Will's stature in the
field. "When I go to professional meetings, it is always a
pleasure to have people realize that I was a student of his.
I'm very proud that he was my thesis adviser. It catches
people's eye. It's a special thing to have been one of his
students."
— Susan Killenberg

Calendar
Exhibitions

Lectures

Biannual Faculty Exhibition. Features about
80 works ranging from art glass to architectural drawings. Featured artist is Gene Hoefel,
prof, of art and director of the advertising
program in the School of Art. Through Dec.
18. Gallery of Art, upper gallery, Steinberg
Hall. Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays; 1-5
p.m. weekends. 935-5490.
"An Other Ballgame: Works on Paper."
Drawings by Ruth Hardinger, visiting artist,
New York and Oaxaca, Mexico. Through Nov.
4. Bixby Gallery, Bixby Hall. Hours: 10 a.m.4 p.m. weekdays; 1-5 p.m. weekends. 9356500.

Thursday, Nov. 3

Films
Thursday, Nov. 3
7 and 9 p.m. Filmboard Foreign Series.
"Fellini's Roma" (Italy, 1972). Room 100
Brown Hall. Cost: $3. For 24-hour
Filmboard Hotline, call 935-5983.

Friday, Nov. 4
7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series.
"Blade Runner: The.Pirector's Cut" (1992).
(Also Nov. 5, same times, and Nov. 6 at 7
p.m.) Room 100 Brown Hall. Cost: $3.
Midnight Filmboard Midnight Series.
"Shaft" (1971). (Also Nov. 5, same time, and
Nov. 6 at 9:30 p.m.) Room 100 Brown Hall.
Cost: $3.

Tuesday, Nov. 8
7 p.m. Japanese Film Series. "Early Summer" (1951), with English subtitles. Sponsored by the Dept. of Asian and Near Eastern
Languages and Literatures. Room 219 South
Ridgley Hall. 935-5156.

Wednesday, Nov. 9
7 and 9 p.m. Filmboard Foreign Series. "M"
(Germany, 1949, B&W). (Also Nov. 10, same
times.) Room 100 Brown Hall. Cost: $3.

Friday, Nov. 11
4 p.m. American Culture Studies Institute
film and discussion. "Greed" (1925), based
on the Frank Norris book McTeague. Discussion led by Richard Ruland, prof, of English.
Room 149 McMillan Hall. 935-5216.
7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series.
"The Piano" (1993). (Also Nov. 12, same
times.) Room 100 Brown Hall. Cost: $3.
Midnight Filmboard Midnight Series.
"Monty Python's The Meaning of Life"
(1983). (Also Nov. 12, same time.) Room 100
Brown Hall. Cost: $3.

Calendar guidelines
Events sponsored by the University — its
departments, schools, centers, organizations
and its recognized student organizations —
are published in the Calendar. All events are
free and open to the public, unless otherwise
noted.
Calendar submissions should state time,
date, place, sponsor, title of event, name of
speakers) and affiliation, and admission
cost. Quality promotional photographs with
descriptions are welcome. Send items to
Judy Ruhland at Box 1070 (or via fax: 9354259). Submission forms are available by
calling 935-4926.
The deadline for all entries is noon Tuesday
one week prior to publication. Late entries
will not be printed. The Record is printed
every Thursday during the school year,
except holidays, and monthly during the
summer. If you are uncertain about a deadline, holiday schedule, or any other information, please call 935-4926.

10:30 a.m. Math seminar. "On the Gibbs
Phenomenon," Marco Cannone, visiting prof,
of mathematics. Room 100 Cupples I Hall.
4 p.m. Genetics seminar. "Molecular Genetics of Human X Inactivation," Huntingdon F.
Willard, Dept. of Genetics, Center for Human
Genetics, Case Western Reserve U. School of
Medicine, Cleveland. Erlanger Aud.,
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.
4 p.m. Molecular oncology seminar. "Human T-cell Leukemia Virus: Oncogenic
Mechanisms," Lee Ratner, prof, of medicine,
Dept. of Hematology. Third Floor Aud., St.
Louis Children's Hospital. 362-9035. .
4 p.m. History talk. "Japan: Old Problems
— New Approaches," Elizabeth P. Tsunoda,
asst. prof, of history. Cohen Lounge, Room
113 Busch Hall. 935-5450.
4 p.m. International Business Council
lecture. "Economic and Social Developments
in Eastern and Western Europe," Kurt
Engleitner, management consultant and
former managing director of OIAG, the
holding company for Austria's nationalized
. industries. May Aud., Simon Hall. 935-6398.

Friday, Nov. 4
10 a.m. Electrical engineering seminar.
"Techniques for Reducing Digital Noise in
Analog Circuits on Mixed-signal VLSI
Circuits," Eric Swanson, director of engineering, Crystal Semiconductor, Austin, Texas.
Room 305 Bryan Hall. (Refreshments: 9:45
a.m.) °
Noon. Cell biology and physiology seminar.
"Control of Differentiation and Proliferation
in the Germline of C. elegans" Tim Schedl,
asst. prof., Dept. of Genetics. Cori Aud., 4565
McKinley Ave. 362-6950.
Noon. Environmental engineering seminar.
"The Role of Heterogeneous Catalysis in
Improving the Environment," John T.
Gleaves, assoc. prof, of chemical engineering.
Room 226 Urbauer Hall. 935-8590.
Noon. Physics brown bag lunch. "What We
Have Learned From the Apollo Program,"
Robert Walker, McDonnell Professor of
physics. Room 241 Compton Hall.
1 p.m. Solid state engineering and applied
physics seminar. "Efficient Coupling of
Single-mode Optical Fiber to Polymer Optical
Waveguides," Tim Barry, graduate student in
electrical engineering. Room 305 Bryan Hall.
4 p.m. Architecture lecture. Speaker is Cara
McCarty, curator of design, Saint Louis Art
Museum. Room 116 Givens Hall. 935-6200.
4 p.m. Molecular microbiology seminar.
"Filamentous Phage Assembly — A Paradigm for Bacterial Virulence Factor Export?"
Marjorie Russel, Rockefeller U., New York.
Room 775 McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg. (Refreshments: 3:45 p.m.) 362-7059.
6 and 8:30 p.m. Washington University
Association Travel Lecture Series. "Nepal
— In The Shadow of Everest," Dale Smith
photographer and video producer. Graham
Chapel. Cost: $4.50. 935-5212.

Monday, Nov. 7
9 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Animal welfare workshop/seminar, "the Animal Welfare Information Center: An Information Resource for
Investigators," Michael Kreger, technical
information specialist, Animal Welfare Information Center, National Agricultural Library.
9 a.m. workshop located at Monsanto Corp.,
Bldg. O. Aud., 800 N. Lindbergh Blvd., Creve
Coeur. 1:30 p.m. seminar located at Phillip
Needleman Library, Room 3907 South Bldg.
(Monsanto workshop continues with lab at 8
a.m. Nov. 8 in Room 601B Medical Library.)
Co-sponsored by the Division of Comparative
Disease and the St. Louis Consortium for
Animal Welfare Education. 362-4516.
4 p.m. Biology seminar. "Patterns and Genes
Controlling Development of the Arabidopsis
Shoot Apex," June Medford, prof, Dept. of
Biology, Perm State U, University Park.
Room 322 Rebstock Hall. 935-6287.

Nov. 3-13

Cornelia Homburg, curator of the Gallery of Art, and Jan Hessel, facilities
manager and art handler, install "L'ENNUI TERMINAL" by Gene Hoefel,
professor of art. The work is one of about 80 featured in the Biannual Faculty
Exhibition, which runs through Dec. 18 in the upper gallery, Steinberg Hall.
The exhibit draws on the work of faculty from the schools of Art and Architecture, with most faculty contributing one or two pieces.
4 p.m. Pathology seminar. "Cross-talk Between Nitric Oxide and Cyclooxygenase
Pathways in Renal Mesangial Cells," Aubrey
Morrison, prof, of medicine, depts. of Medicine and Molecular Biology and Pharmacology. Room 3723 Pathology Library, West'Bldg.
6:15 p.m. European studies lecture. "Vienna
and New York: The Politics of Identity in
Two Major Ports of Immigration," Riidiger
Wischenbart, Austrian cultural historian. Hurst
Lounge, Room 201 DunckerHall.
8 p.m. Ruth and Norman Moore Architecture Lecture. "Approaches to the Works of
Railia and Reima Pietilia," Railia Pietilia,
architect, Helsinki, Finland. Steinberg Hall
Aud. 935-6200.

Wednesday, Nov. 9
8 a.m. Obstetrics and Gynecology Grand
Rounds. "Estrogen and Breast Cancer," Stephen
L. Curry, director, Dept. of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Hartford Hospital, Hartford, Conn.,
and prof, of obstetrics and gynecology, U. of
Connecticut School of Medicine, Farmington.
Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place.
11 a.m. Assembly Series Holocaust Memorial/Isserman Lecture. "A Jewish Perspective
on Neo-Nazism," Ernst Stein, former rabbi of
the Jewish community in Berlin. Graham
Chapel. 935-5285.
Noon. Internal medicine lecture. "How
Extracellular Matrix Remodeling Regulates
Tissue Specific Gene Expression," Zena Werb,
prof, of anatomy and cell biology, U. of California, San Francisco. Steinberg Amphitheater,
Jewish Hospital. 362-2254.
3 p.m. Math analysis lecture. "Operator
Theory and Invariant Metrices," Bernard
Russo, prof, of mathematics, U. of California,
Irvine. Room 199 Cupples I Hall. 935-6726.
4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular biophysics seminar. "DNA Helicases: Enzymes With
Essential Roles in DNA Metabolism," Steven
W. Matson, prof, Dept. of Biology, U. of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill. Cori Aud., 4565
McKinley Ave. 362-4393.

4 p.m. Molecular oncology seminar.
"Mechanism of Action of the Retinoblastoma
Protein," Douglas Dean, assoc. prof, of medicine and cell biology. Third Floor Aud., St.
Louis Children's Hospital. 362-9035.
4 p.m. Chemistry lecture. (Thirty-sixth Joseph
W Kennedy Memorial Lecture cont.) "Simulation of Important Events in Biosynthesis. A
General Strategy for Innovation," David A.
Evans, the Abbott and James Lawrence Professor of Chemistry, Harvard U, Cambridge, Mass.
Room 458 Louderman Hall. (Coffee: 3:30 p.m.
in Millstone Lounge, Louderman Hall.)
4:30 p.m. Math seminar. Title to be announced. Speaker is Roy Joshua, prof, of
mathematics, Ohio State U, Columbus. Room
199 Cupples I Hall. (Tea: 4 p.m. in Room
200.) 935-6276.

Friday, Nov. 11

11 a.m. Chemistry lecture. (Thirty-sixth
Joseph W Kennedy Memorial Lecture cont.)
"Studies in Asymmetric Catalysis," David A.
Evans, the Abbott and James Lawrence Professor of Chemistry, Harvard U, Cambridge,
Mass. Room 311 McMillen Lab. 935-6530.
Noon. Cell biology seminar. "Mutational
Analysis of the Myosin Motor," H. Lee
Sweeney, Dept. of Physiology, U. of Pennsylvania. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave.
Noon. Environmental engineering seminar.
"Dioxin Formation in Cement Kilns," Robert
J. Schreiber Jr., president, Grana and Yonley
Engineering, St. Louis. Room 226 Urbauer
Hall. 935-8590.
2 p.m. Civil engineering seminar. "Inelastic
Rating Procedures for Steel Beam and Girder
Bridges," Theodore V Galambos, the James L.
Record Professor of Structural Engineering,
Dept. of Engineering, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, and former chair, Dept. of Civil Engineering. Room 101 Lopata Hall. 935-6350.
4 p.m. Architecture lecture. "Ethics and
Architecture," Mary Gass, architect, and
William Gass, the David May Distinguished
University Professor in the Humanities. Room
116 Givens Hall. 935-6200.
4 p.m. Music colloquium. "Handel's Compo10:30 a.m. Math colloquium. "Navier-Stokes sitional Decisions and Methods in 'Jephtha,'"
Equations (cont.)," Marco Cannone, visiting
and "The Politics of Singing: German Choral
prof, of mathematics. Room 199 Cupples I
Societies in St. Louis, 1900-1945," by Dept. of
Hall.
Music graduate students Christina Fuhrman
1:10 p.m. Social work lecture. "Fund raising and James Doering, respectively. Room B-8
for the Non-profit Sector," Charmaine
Blewett Hall. 935-5581.
Chapman, president, United Way of Greater St. 4 p.m. Hematology-oncology lecture.
Louis Inc. Brown Hall Lounge. 935-4909.
(Twenty-second Annual Carl V Moore Memo4 p.m. Earth and planetary sciences
rial Lecture.) "Multi-layered Regulation of
colloquium. "The Rockware Story — BuildHematopoietic Development and Transcriping a Geological Software Company," James
tion," Stuart H. Orion, investigator, Howard
Reed, president, Rockware Inc., Golden, Colo. Hughes Medical Institute, and the Leland Fikes
Room 362 McDonnell Hall. 935-5610.
Professor of Pediatric Medicine, The Children's

Thursday, Nov. 10
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Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston.
Moore Aud., 660 S. Euclid Ave. 362-8801.
5 p.m. Twenty-third Annual Wendell G.
Scott Lecture. "Teaching and Research in an
Era of Healthcare Reform," W. Maxwell
Cowan, vice president and chief scientific
officer, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, and
former WU provost and executive vice chancellor. Scarpellino Aud., Mallinckrodt Institute of
Radiology, 510 S. Kingshighway. 362-2866.
7 p.m. Photography lecture and presentation. Herb Weitman, retired director of Photographic Services. Sponsored by the Woman's
Club of Washington University. Open to
Woman's Club members and their guests.
Alumni House living and dining rooms. For
more info., call Jill Taylor at 458-6181.

Music
Saturday, Nov. 5
8 p.m. Dept. of Music recital. Soprano
Elizabeth Peterson, graduate student in voice,
and pianist Gail Hintz perform the music of
Henry Purcell, Sergei Rachmaninoff, Modest
Mussorgsky, Robert Schumann and Joaquin
Nin. Graham Chapel. 935-5581.

Sunday, Nov. 6
8 p.m. New Music Circle concert Pianist
"Blue" Gene Tyranny. Steinberg Hall Aud.
Cost: $10 for the general public; and $6 for
students. 995-4963.

Russian physician who is considered to be
Russia's greatest playwright. The play is
considered one of the first important works of
modern comedy. (Also Nov. 12, same time.)
Edison Theatre. Cost: $8 for the general
public; and $6 for senior citizens, and WU
faculty, staff and students. 935-6543.

Saturday, Nov. 12
8 p.m. "Stage Left" series presents Josh
Kornbluth in "The Mathematics of Change," a
story of an Einstein wanna-be humbled by the
hallowed halls and hieroglyphic chalkboards
of Princeton University. Drama Studio, Room
208 Mallinckrodt Center. Cost: $12. 9356543.

Miscellany
Sunday, Nov. 6
Noon. Fashion show and brunch. Benefits
the Newman Center, the Catholic student
center at WU. The show features fall fashions
from Su-Ellen in Clayton and Charles
Brennan, KMOX radio personality, as master
of ceremonies. Frontenac Hilton Hotel, 1335
S. Lindbergh Blvd. Cost: $40 for individual
tickets; $250 for two-sponsor donations; and
$500 for Newman Knight and Newman Lady
donations, which include four tickets. To
make reservations, call 725-3358.

5

Former rabbi of Berlin synagogue
gives Holocaust Memorial Lecture
Ernst Stein, former rabbi of the Jewish
community in Berlin, will give
Washington University's annual
Holocaust Memorial Lecture at 11 a.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 9, in Graham Chapel. His
talk, titled "A Jewish Perspective on NeoNazism," is part of the Assembly Series and
is free and open to the public.
Recently retired, Stein was rabbi since
1980 at Berlin's Pestalozzi Street Synagogue. Born in Germany in 1929, Stein
enrolled in school in 1935, the first year
that Jewish children were forced to attend
separate schools and classes' His family
was torn apart by the events of
"Kristallnacht" on Nov. 9,1938. In 1940 he
and his mother managed to escape to
Shanghai, China, where they spent the
remainder of World War II. Stein's family
reunited in Jerusalem in 1946.
Stein moved in 1958 to the United
States, living and working first in New York
and then in Miami. In 1972 at age 43 he
decided to formalize his Jewish studies and
moved his family to London where he
studied at Leo Baeck College. He was
ordained in May 1976 and became a rabbi
to the Jewish community in Berlin in 1980.
Actively involved in Christian-Jewish
dialogue and in building bridges between
the Jewish and non-Jewish communities,
Stein is acutely aware of the burdens of
living in Germany in a Jewish community

reconstituted after the war, a community
watched by many within and outside Germany as a barometer of Germany's rehabilitation and reintegration into the family
of democratic nations.
Against the background of rising neoNazi violence in Europe, Stein is among
those who consider the very presence of a
Jewish community in post-war Germany to
be a mistake. It would, he was quoted in
London's Jewish Chronicle as saying, "have
been better for both Germans and Jews if a
period of total separation had taken place."
There are some 15,000 Jews now living in
Berlin, with approximately 60,000 Jews now
living in the whole of Germany.
The annual Holocaust Memorial Lecture was inaugurated in 1989 to commemorate the Holocaust and to address the
broader implications of such events within
a large historical context. This lecture is
also the Rabbi Ferdinand M. Isserman
Memorial Lecture, which was established
in memory of a distinguished rabbi who
was actively involved in social issues
during his career in St. Louis.
The talk is co-sponsored by the European Studies Program, Department of
Germanic Languages and Literatures,
Jewish and Near Eastern Studies Program,
Department of Political Science, Student
Union and Hillel Foundation B'nai B'rith.
For more information, call 935-5297.

Monday, Nov. 7
5 p.m. Overseas programs informational
meeting. For students interested in studying at
the U of Utrecht in the Netherlands. Sponsored by the Overseas Programs Office.
Room 102 S. Brookings Hall. 935-6151.

Tuesday, Nov. 8

Performances
Thursday, Nov. 3
7 p.m. Informal dance presentation.
"Suzanne Costello: Dancing and Verbalizing
the Non-verbal," Suzanne Costello, dancerchoreographer and co-artistic director of
Stuart Pimsler Dance and Theater, Columbus,
Ohio. Dance Studio, Room 207 Mallinckrodt
Center. 935-4475.

Friday, Nov. 11
8 p.m. Performing Arts Dept presents "The
Seagull" by Anton Chekhov, a 19th-century

3 p.m. Overseas programs informational
meeting. For students interested in studying at
Waseda U. in Japan. Featured speaker is
Virginia Marcus, senior lecturer in Japanese
language, Dept. of Asian and Near Eastern
Languages and Literatures. Sponsored by the
Overseas Programs Office. Room 208 S.
Brookings Hall. 935-6151.

Friday, Nov. 11
11:30 a.m. Woman's Club fashion show and
luncheon. "Yesterday's Fashions." Fashions
spanning the 1840s to the 1920s from the
collection of Fran Montgomery will be modeled. The University Club, 1034 S. Brentwood
Blvd. Cost: $15, parking included. Open to
Woman's Club members and their guests.
Send reservation check to Renata Rotkowicz,
6647 Kingsbury Blvd., St. Louis. 862-0422.

'Stage Left' features wit of Josh Kornbluth
Josh Kornbluth brings two of his most
hilarious coming-of-age monologues to
Washington University for four performances Nov. 10-13 in the Drama Studio,
Room 208 Mallinckrodt Center.
Kornbluth presents "Red Diaper Baby,"
his semi-autobiographical monologue about
growing up on the streets of New York, at 8
p.m. Nov. 10 and 11. "The Mathematics of
Change," his story of an Einstein wanna-be
humbled by the hallowed halls and hieroglyphic chalkboards of Princeton University,
is offered at 8 p.m. Nov. 12 and at 7 p.m.
Nov. 13. The performances are part of
Edison Theatre's "Stage Left" series.
Kornbluth's theatrical monologues, full
of wit and irony, beg comparisons to comic/
writer Woody Allen and monologuist/actor
Spalding Gray.
Images in "Red Diaper" include
Kornbluth's father as a naked Stalinist, who
woke his son every morning with a rousing
rendition of the "Internationale," and
Kornbluth as the student who organized his
fellow kindergartners in a class struggle to
overthrow the first grade.
Born in Roslyn, N.Y, and raised in
Manhattan's Upper West Side, Kornbluth
went to Princeton as a physics major, then
quit to pursue a writing career. His latest
monologue, "The Mathematics of Change,"
touches on issues of money, status and
parenthood as Kornbluth describes how he
ended his struggle for a physics degree at
Princeton.
"I structure my monologues around
situations that are familiar to everyone,
things we can all relate to," Kornbluth said.
Kornbluth worked for several years as a
journalist in Chicago and Boston and created and hosted a radio variety show called
"The Urban Happiness Radio Hour," before

moving to the stage in a political comedy
revue called "The Gramm-Rudman Act."
Universal Pictures has commissioned
Kornbluth to write a screenplay based on
"Red Diaper," and the original monologue
has won a prestigious Drama Desk nomination.
Tickets are $12, with student discounts
available. Tickets are available at the
Edison Theatre box office or through
Metrotix at 534-1 111. For more information, call 935-6543.

Campus activities help
area's homeless, hungry
A concert benefiting the St. Louis Area
Food Bank will be held during Hunger
and Homelessness Awareness Week, slated
for Nov. 7-12 at Washington University.
The concert, featuring Washington
University bands — The Scholars and
Stepmother — and a St. Louis University
band begins at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 12 in The
Gargoyle. The cost is $2 or individuals may
bring one or more canned goods.
A food drive and raffle also are planned.
Canned food collection containers will be
placed across campus.
Raffle tickets cost $1. St. Louis area
restaurants and businesses donated gift
certificates as prizes. Winners will be
announced at the concert, but are not
required to be present at the event.
An informational booth will be set up in
Mallinckrodt Center from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Nov. 3,4 and 11.
The concert is sponsored by Campus Y
student groups.The week is sponsored by
Campus Y and Student Union.
For more information, call 935-5010.

Compiled by Mike Wolf, director, and David Moessner, asst. director, sports information.

Football

Women's Soccer

Last Week: Washington 54, Case Western
Reserve 33
This Week: 1 p.m. (MST) Saturday, Nov. 5,
at Colorado College, Colorado Springs
Season Record: 6-3 (3-1 UAA)
Rolling up a University Athletic Association (UAA) record 637 yards, Washington
earned a share of the UAA football title —
its first since the league started official
football competition in 1990 — with a
victory over Case Western Reserve University. Senior tailback Todd Hannum,
Maryville, Term., led the offensive outburst, rushing for a season-high 192 yards
and two touchdowns on 24 carries.

Last Week: Washington 0, University of
Missouri-Rolla 0 (OT); Washington 2,
Case Western Reserve 0; Washington 1,
Kalamazoo 0
This Week: Season Cdfnpletef
Season Record: 8-9-2 (1-5-0 UAA)
Senior Laura Miller, Florissant, Mo.,
scored a pair of second-half goals to key
the victory against Case Western Reserve.
Miller concluded her career as
Washington's alb-time leader with 24
goals, 17 assists, 65 points and 72 starts.
Junior goaltender Jennifer Donahoe,
Piano, Texas, posted her seventh, eighth
and ninth shutouts of the year last week to
tie the team's single-season record.

Women's Volleyball
Last Week: Washington 3 (15, 15, 15),
Carnegie Mellon 0 (1,4, 3); Washington 3
(15, 15, 15), Chicago 0 (3, 6, 6); Washington 3 (15, 15,15), Rochester 0 (2, 6,2);
Washington 3 (15,15,15), Emory 0 (7,4,
0); Washington 3 (15,15, 15), RochesterO
(1,4,8)
This Week: 10 a.m./3 p.m. Saturday, Nov.
5, vs. McKendree College/College of St.
Francis, Field House
Season Record: 35-2(12-0 UAA Champion)
Senior middle blocker Amy Albers, Washington, Mo., was selected as the UAA's
most valuable player for the second straight
year, along with senior outside hitter Anne
Quenette, Springfield, 111., and sophomore
setter Stephanie Habif, Tenafly, N.J. For the
eighth straight year, Washington's Teri
Clemens, Joe Worlund and Brent Ruoff
were picked by their peers as the UAA
Coaching Staff of the Year.

Men's Soccer
Last Week: Washington 3, Case Western
Reserve 1
This Week: 1 p.m. Friday, Nov. 4, NCAA
South Central Regional vs. Wheaton
College, Wheaton, 111.
Season Record: 14-3-2 (6-0-1 UAA)
With the win against Case Western Reserve, the Bears captured their fifth UAA
conference title since 1987. Sophomores
Scott Engroff, Mequon, Wis., and Adam
Pressman, Franklin, Tenn., scored the
game-tying and game-winning goals
against the Spartans.

Men and Women's
Cross Country
Last Week: at University of Chicago
Invitational — Men's finish: 2nd of 3;
Women's finish: 2nd of 3
This Week: Idle
Junior Asa Flanigan, Kankakee, 111.,
earned overall medalist honors on the
men's side, outdueling 31 other finishers
for the crown. Flanigan circled the 4.86mile course in 25:38. Sophomore Jerylin
Jordan, Kaneohe, Hawaii, led the women's
effort, placing fifth among 50 finishers
with a five-kilometer clocking of 19:01.

Men and Women's
Swimming/Diving
Last Week: Washington (women) 117,
William Woods 79; University of
Missouri-Rolla 132, Washington (men) 99
This Week: 6 p.m. Friday, Nov. 4, vs.
University of Chicago/Northeast Missouri
State, Millstone Pool; 11 a.m. Saturday,
Nov. 5, Washington Relays, Millstone
Pool
Season Record: Men: 0-1; Women: 1-0
Senior captain Stacey Safford, Papillion,
Neb., won both the 500- and 1,000-yard
freestyle events to lead the Bears to a
season-opening win at William Woods.
On the men's side, sophomore Jason Price,
Tucson, Ariz., won the 200 free and finished second in the 100 free to aid Washington University's cause.
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Many area educators
oppose Amendment 7

Prospective students from high schools across the Midwest shared a bonfire Oct. 20 with current students during the
first of three Multicultural Preview Weekends. The weekends, which are designed to celebrate campus diversity, give
prospective multicultural students a taste of academic and social life at Washington University.

Move consolidates Computing and Communications operation -fromPagei
Computing and Communications will
relocate from several scattered offices to
West Campus.
"We are looking forward to the
move," said Bill Smith, director, Computing and Information Systems. "Right
now we are spread all over. Our computer center is on two floors in Sever •
Hall and we have people in Cupples I,
North Brookings and Hampton. This
move will consolidate our operation, we
will be less cramped and it should give
us better air conditioning for our computer room."
The Correspondence Center will
move from North Brookings Hall and
discussion is under way to establish a
centralized mail facility at West Campus.
"As part of the University's common
space program, there also will be some
multipurpose space, as well as a practice
room for the music department," Roloff
said. "Any additional space in the building will be utilized to meet various needs
of the University."
Commercial development has been
visible on the first floor of the site for
months. Starting at the west end, Fio's La

Fourchette Restaurant, Gomes Gallery
and New York Suit Exchange are fully
operational. Selkirk Auctioneers is slated
to occupy the west half of the first floor
of the main building and negotiations are
under way with three commercial tenants
to occupy the east half.
The University also owns property
directly east of the Famous-Barr building. Vic Tanny Health Club will continue
to operate at its current location at 7393
Forsyth Blvd. under the terms of a longterm lease. Firestone-Bridgestone Inc. is
renovating its store. By Thanksgiving,
the adjacent strip of four storefronts
should contain Imo's Pizza, Sub One,
Bonzai Express of St. Louis and
Zangarra's Hair Salon.
University faculty, staff and students
have taken advantage of the less expensive parking offered in the garage at West
Campus since the beginning of the semester. A shuttle runs to and from the
Hilltop Campus every 10 minutes. Plans
have been developed to improve lighting
on the parking lot and the University has
contracted with Kiku Obata and Co., a
graphics consultant, to design signs that

Carrpus Watch
The following criminal incidents were reported to the Hilltop Campus Police Department Oct. 24-29. Readers with
information that could assist the investigation of these incidents are urged to call 935-5555. This release is provided
as a public service to promote safety awareness on campus.

Oct. 24
4:02 p.m. —Two wheels and tires were reported stolen from a student's vehicle parked
on the lower level of Wohl Parking Garage
sometime between 10 p.m. Oct. 23 and 4:02
p.m. Oct. 24.
4:26p.m. —A coat and compact disc player
were reported stolen from a visitor's vehicle
parked on the Simon Hall lot sometime between 7:30 and 11:30 p.m. Oct. 19.
6:04p.m. — A briefcase and purse belonging
to two staff members were reported stolen
from Room 106 Sever Hall sometime between
5:10 and 6 p.m.
11:41 p.m. — A student's mountain bicycle
was reported stolen from the rack at the north
side of Lee Residence Hall sometime between
3 p.m. Oct. 23 and 11:40 p.m. Oct. 24.

9:01 p.m. —A staff member's vehicle was
reported stolen from the lot at the intersection of Millbrook and Skinker sometime
between 10:45 a.m. and 8:45 p.m. The
vehicle was recovered Oct. 26 in St. Louis
with four tires missing and damage to the
steering column.

Oct. 28
12:55 a.m. — Unknown person(s) broke two
panes of glass in the Beaumont-Rubelmann
Residence Hall walkway.

Oct. 29

5:28 p.m. — Two keys and ID cards were
reported stolen from a student's door lock in
Koenig Residence Hall sometime between 1
and 1:30 p.m.
7:34 p.m. —A student's mountain bicycle
and lock were reported stolen from the rack
Oct. 25
on the south side of Eliot Residence Hall
5:39p.m. — Two wallets belonging to two staff sometime between 1 a.m. Oct. 28 and 7:30
p.rrr. Oct. 29.
members were reported stolen from Room
211B and Room 213 Urbauer Hall sometime
between 5:20 and 5:35 p.m.

identify the West Campus facility and
provide directions. The claims office of
May Department Stores Co. and the
OASIS program will continue to occupy
part of the parking garage building according to their existing leases.
The West Campus Library opened in
the lower level of the Famous-Barr build-

As part of ongoing renovations to
West Campus, construction crews are
transforming the upper floors of the
former Famous-Barr building to
University office space.
ing in November 1993 to ease overcrowding at the University's 14 other libraries.
The West Campus branch houses the
older, more valuable and lesser-used
items from the University's extensive
collection. The ground floor also is home
to the International Writers Center, which
includes the office of Director William
Gass, Ph.D., the David May Distinguished University Professor in the Humanities, and space for visiting writers.
Also downstairs, a new conference facility, containing a meeting room with a .
seating capacity of 200, a small lounge
and a kitchenette, has been in almost
constant demand since opening last
winter.
The renovation project involves a crew
of subcontractors. Spirtas Wrecking Co.
Inc. handled the interior demolition. ICS
is overseeing most of the reconstruction.
Mackey Mitchell Associates is the project
architect, and McClure Engineering
Associates is the project engineer.
— Susannah Webb

Faculty, students and staff af many
public and private colleges and universities in Missouri are voicing
opposition to Amendment 7, a Nov. 8 ballot
proposal that is intended to significantly cut
state discretionary spending.
Educators fear the cuts would cut deeper
than discretionary spending. Based on an
analysis by James R. Moody, former budget
director under Gov. John Ashcroft, cuts to
higher education would total $176.6 million
in 1995, or 28 perpent of the state allotment
for higher education. Total state discretionary budget cuts would be around $1 billion,
Moody predicts.
Opponents of Amendment 7 warn of
these and similar cuts in state spending for
law enforcement, transportation and social
service programs. Supporters say these fears
are exaggerated.
The controversial ballot proposal would
authorize voter-approved tax increases to be
subject to the revenue cap established by
passage of the Hancock Amendment in
1980. The addition of these voter-approved
revenues would put the state budget well
over this revenue limit, forcing the General
Assembly to slash the budget to get out of
the red.
As three-quarters of the $12 billion state
budget is exempt from cuts, one-quarter of
the budget, or $3 billion, would be left to
absorb all the cuts. This section of the
budget includes funding for elementary,
secondary and higher education, law enforcement, highways and social services.
In the area of higher education, public
universities would be the hardest hit, with
some educators predicting faculty and staff
lay-offs, tuition increases, elimination of
degree programs, reductions in course
offerings, even campus closings.
University of Missouri President George
Russell announced a hiring freeze last
month pending the outcome of the election.
And David Lendt, director of university
relations for the University of Missouri
system, has estimated that the University of
Missouri would be forced to cut at least $45
million from its budget if Amendment 7
passes. As 85 percent of the university's
budget goes into salaries, employee lay-offs
could be an immediate result.
St. Louis Community College could lose
more than $10 million next year under
Amendment 7. Officials there have said
they might be forced to ask voters for a
7 1/3-cent tax increase and/or raise the $38per-credit student fee by 50 percent. Meanwhile, improvement plans at all three St. Louis
Comunity College campuses are on hold.
Students at Missouri's private colleges
would realize substantial losses in state
financial aid. In the 1994-95 academic year,
433 students at Washington University
received $634,500 in need-based financial
aid through the Missouri Student Grant
Program. The program matches state and
federal funds to help needy Missouri students attend college. If the legislature is
forced to eliminate the state's share of the
program, it will no longer be eligible for
matching federal funds.
About 82 percent of the need-based aid
provided by the grant program (or $9 million of a total $11 million) goes to students
who attend private universities in Missouri.
If Amendment 7 passes, St. Louis-area
schools like Washington University, St.
Louis University, Webster University and
Fontbonne College would lose a total of $4
million in need-based financial aid.
In addition, the state's Higher Education
Academic Scholarship Program, or "Bright
Flight" program, could be axed under
Amendment 7. Bright Flight awards scholarships of $2,000 a year to students whose
college admission test scores rank in the top
3 percent of those taking the test. More than
250 students at Washington University
received about $500,000 in Bright Flight
scholarships this year.
Laura Thompson, a junior from St.
Louis, receives $3,500 a year from the
Missouri Student Grant and Bright Flight
programs. Without it, Thompson said she
could not attend Washington University.
"The $3,500 is crucial to my ability to go
to Washington U," she said. "If it weren't
for those two aid programs, I wouldn't be
here. Besides what would happen to students like me if Amendment 7 passed the
ramifications are just as great for elementary and secondary education, crime prevention and important social service programs."
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Introducing new
faculty members

7

For The Record

Hilltop Campus:
Robert Lamberton, Ph.D., associate
professor of both classics and comparative literature, comes from Princeton
University, where he was an assistant
professor of classics. Among his research
interests are Greek epic and the history
of its interpretation and literary criticism
and theory — ancient and modern. He
received a bachelor's degree in Romance
languages and literatures in 1964, magna
cum laude, from Harvard College, and a
doctorate in comparative literature from
Yale University in 1979.

Medical Campus:
Scott M. Nordlicht, M.D., professor of
medicine, has been on the School of
Medicine's clinical faculty since 1978, specializing in clinical cardiology. Barnes
Hospital named him Teacher of the Year
in 1980 and in 1982 he received the
Sidney S. Pearl Inspirational Teaching
Award from graduating medical students
at Washington University. He received a
bachelor's degree in art history in 1969
from Columbia University in New York
and a medical degree in 1973 from the
State University of New York Downstate
Medical School.
David R. Piwnica-Worms, M.D.,
Ph.D., associate professor of both
radiology at the School of Medicine's
Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology and
molecular biology and pharmacology,
comes from Harvard Medical School,
where he was an associate professor of
radiology. He has been appointed with
tenure. His research focuses on understanding the function of a molecular
transporter called multidrug resistant
P-glycoprotein. He received a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering
from Stanford University in 1978. He
earned a doctorate in cell physiology
and a medical degree from Duke University in 1984.

For The Record contains news about a wide
variety of faculty, staff and student scholarly
and professional activities.

Of note
Timothy G. Buchman, M.D., Ph.D.,
professor of surgery, received a $742,033
four-year grant from the National Institute
of General Medical Sciences for a project
on "Molecular Mechanisms in Multiple
Organ Dysfunction." ...
Buzz Hirsch, visiting associate professor of performing arts, developed and .
produced the stage play "Manchild in the
Promised Land," an adaptation of Claude
Brown's classic book. The play recently
premiered at Theater Three in Dallas.
Additional performances are scheduled
for Houston and Atlanta. ...
Richard E. Ostlund Jr., M.D., associate professor of medicine, received an
$857,609 three-year grant from the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute for
a project titled "Regulation of Intestinal
Cholesterol Absorption." ...
Joseph R. Williamson, M.D., professor
of pathology, received a $782,554 threeyear grant from the National Eye Institute
for a project on "Role of Hormones and
Polyols in Diabetic Eye Disease."

On assignment
Ghislaine Crozaz, Ph.D., professor of
earth and planetary sciences, joined the
NASA Management Operations Working
Group for the Planetary Materials and
Geochemistry Program. ...
Kevin D. Moeller, Ph.D., associate
professor of chemistry, served on the
International Science Advisory Board for
the Second International Symposium on
Electroorganic Synthesis held in Kurashiki,
Japan. He presented two lectures in conjunction with the symposium.

To press
A poem written by Carter Revard, Ph.D.,
professor of English, has been published
in the current issue of The Raven
Chronicles, a literary journal based in
Seattle. His poem is titled "Refrigerator."
Guidelines for submitting copy:
Send your full name, complete title, department, phone number and highest-earned
degree, along with a typed description of
your noteworthy activity to For The Record,
c/o Carolyn Sanford, Campus Box 1070, or
p72245cs@wuvmd.wustl.edu. Items must
not exceed 75 words. For information, call
Sanford at 935-5293.

Speaking of
Garland E.Allen, Ph.D., professor of
biology, presented a paper on "The
Double-edged Sword of Biological Determinism: Genetic Studies of Homosexuality, 1944-1994" during the opening plenary session of the History of Science
Society's meeting in New Orleans. ...
Karen L. Brock, Ph.D., associate
professor of art history, delivered a lecture
on "What Is Japanese Buddhist Art?" at
Depauw University in Greencastle, Ind. ...
DeeAnna Clift, a doctoral candidate in
history, presented a paper on "The Mexican
Revolution: Made in New York City?" at
the North Central Council of Latin Ameri-

Professors receive grant to improve
undergraduate science education

Gayle J. Fritz, Ph.D., assistant professor of anthropology, and Patty Jo
Watson, Ph.D., Edward
Mallinckrodt Distinguished University
Professor, have received a National Science Foundation award to purchase new
laboratory equipment designed to improve undergraduate science education.
The professors received the $14,506
award from the foundation's Division of
Undergraduate Education, a highly competitive national program. Only 25 percent of the proposals submitted to the
program this year were funded.
installations nationwide. The communicaFritz and Watson received the grant
tions between commanders and vehicles is
under the division's Instrumentation and
electronic, and the Project Zeus broadband
Laboratory Improvement Program (ILI).
network has the speed and capacity to make The purpose of the ILI is to foster excelthe communications efficient.
lence in science, mathematics, engineerParulkar was instrumental in securing
ing and technological education. Awards
both the NSF Challenge Award and Rome
are given for a wide range of scientific
Laboratories grants. Parulkar said one thrust
disciplines and may be used for activities
of the research is to make the individual
such as introductory laboratories; courses
computer, for example, a desktop workstation for non-science majors; encouraging
or file server, more distributed. Parulkar, Cox underrepresented groups' interest in
and their colleagues will develop the computer into a high-speed desk-area network
that will span the desk or office and interconnect various computer components and input/
output devices, including video camera, high
definition televison and other multimedia
devices.
Three students in the Joint J.D./M.A.
"When a data stream comes through
Program in Law and East Asian
today's networks, it must slow down to pass
Studies and a student in the East
through a centralized central processing unit
Asian Studies Program have received- v %*
and memory," Parulkar explained. "What
Foreign Language and Area Studies
will happen in our new desk area network is
that the data stream doesn't need to go to a
(FLAS) fellowships for 1994-95 from the
Joint Center for East Asian Studies. The
central place within the computer to be
center is sponsored by Washington Uniprocessed and distributed to the various
devices. Now a small network in the machine versity and the University of Missouri-St.
will do the distribution and also allow distrib- Louis.
uted processing of data, thus significantly
Kent Anderson, Robert Baran, Sheila
cutting down the performance bottleneck that Scheuerman and Nancy Sullivan each
received full tuition plus an $8,000 stiexists in today's computer systems.
"In high-speed computing, the work
pend. The fellowship is designed to
station is getting squeezed from demands on encourage students to continue language
studies during their graduate programs.
both sides, the network and the application.
Networks are getting faster and faster and
Anderson, a native of Anchorage,
applications are demanding more and more Alaska, and a third-year law student, is
—performance and higher bandwidth. So,
continuing his Japanese studies. He
received a bachelor's degree from
workstations are becoming strained to
deliver the performance of the network to
Middlebury College in Middlebury, Vt.,
the application. The desk-area network
in international politics and economics
and lived in Asia prior to attending Washconcept should surmount this problem."
Parulkar said the broad spectrum of
ington University.
Baran, a first-year law student from
applications the Project Zeus is testing will
show the versatility of the Washington
Skokie, 111., received an undergraduate
University fiber-optic network.
degree in Asian studies from Pomona
College in Claremont, Calif., and lived in
"If we can do all of these projects successfully, we will have shown one of the
Japan for three years. He plans to live in
most comprehensive sets of applications on China this summer and travel to Taiwan.
a high-speed network anywhere," he said.
His scholarship allows him to continue
— Tony Fitzpatrick studying Japanese.

Project Zeus receives three major grants -fwmpage 1
National Challenge Award for $3,002,326
over five years and involves developing
network gigabit (one gigabit is one billion
bits) applications in two basic areas: 3-D
microscopy in biology and neuroscience, and
deformable brain-mapping techniques in
neuroscience and electrical engineering.
Both techniques involve collaborating scientists in the IBC and Mallinckrodt Institute of
Radiology as well. The grant will allow
many different scientists to experiment with
and view the latest imaging techniques
simultaneously in their own laboratories. The
techniques to be tested are optical sectioning
microscopy and related techniques called
confocal and partially confocal microscopy.
Much of the computing for the research
supported by the National Challenge Award
will take place in the electrical engineering
department and the IBC, with an image
archive located at the IBC. The research
supported by this grant involves no fewer
than 32 Washington University scientists on
both campuses. Jerome R. Cox Jr., D.Sc, the
Harold B. and Adelaide G. Welge Professor
of Computer Science, is principal investigator of the grant; Turner, Guru Parulkar, Ph.D.,
associate professor of computer science, and
David J. States, Ph.D., director of the IBC
and associate professor of biomedical computing in the IBC, are co-principal investigators.
The third grant is from Rome Laboratories, a U.S. Air Force institution in Rome,
N.Y McDonnell Douglas Inc. of St. Louis
is a collaborator on this grant, which is for
$221,507 for 18 months. Cox is principal
investigator; Turner and Parulkar are coinvestigators. Two additional applications
will be researched to show the versatility of
the Project Zeus network. One application
is for a technique called cell tracking, which
enables scientists to image and follow live
cells as they move under a microscope. The
other involves McDonnell Douglas and will
test multipoint signaling for large battlefield
simulations. Battlefields of the future will
be controlled at least partially by computers. The U.S. Army currently has simulated
tank battles with many simulated vehicles at

canists' annual meeting in La Crosse, Wis.
She also presented a paper on "Copper
Mining on the U.S.-Mexican Border:
Environmental History and Implications"
during the American Historical Association-Pacifica Coast Branch's annual conference in Fullerton, Calif. ...
During the North American Conference on British Studies held in Vancouver,
British Columbia, Richard Follett, a
doctoral candidate in history, presented a
paper on "Building Public Support for
Criminal Law Reform." ...
Mark R. Rank, Ph.D., associate
professor of social work, is one of three
authors of recent books on single parenthood, poverty and welfare reform who
participated in a panel discussion on these
topics during the Planned Parenthood
Federation of America's annual meeting in
Atlanta. Rank discussed his book Living
on the Edge: The Realities of Welfare in
America. ...
At the Society for Women in Philosophy's fall meeting held at Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland, Joyce
Trebilcot, Ph.D., associate professor of
both women's studies and philosophy,
responded to a panel discussion about her
recent book Dyke Ideas: Process, Politics,
Daily Life.

science, mathematics and engineering;
honors programs involving research and
independent study; and providing student
access to computer networks.
The award enables Fritz and Watson to
improve undergraduate training on ethnoscience methods practiced by archaeologists. The grant was used to purchase a
special microscopic hookup called a
teaching bridge that allows two people to
look through a single microscope simultaneously as well as a video camera attachment to a microscope that can take highly
accurate measurements of microscopic
remains. The measurements then can be
loaded automatically in a data base file
and displayed in a spreadsheet format.
The equipment will be used in the
study of late prehistoric subsistence
change in the Lower Mississippi Valley.
Students will learn to identify types of
carbonized plant remains recovered from
archaeological sites and to interpret the
archaeological record as the culture
changed from foraging to farming.

East Asian studies center awards
four foreign language fellowships
Scheuerman, who was born and raised
in Washington, N.J., is a first-year law
student. She received a bachelor's degree
ift£ngl|shf^)m^e|iollege of the Holy
Cross inWorcester, Mass., and spent nine
months in China at Nanjing University.
Sullivan, a native of Cuba, Mo., is a
first-year graduate student in East Asian
studies and plans to obtain a doctorate in
Japanese literature from Washington University. She received a bachelor's degree in
business and management from the University of Maryland in College Park.
The Joint Center for East Asian Studies
received the FLAS grant from the U.S.
Department of Education. The center
received almost $200,000 over a three-year
period. This is the second three-year grant
the joint center has received since its inception in 1991.

Obituaries
John E. Holland, D.D.S., 77, former instructor in dental pediatrics, died Oct. 21 at
his home in Richmond Heights after a long
illness. He was 77. He was an instructor
from 1948 to 1950, the year he resigned.

nel

portunities 8ff^
experience or course work; experi- tolerance for ambiguity; ability to
work as part of a team. Resume reence with Washington University's
quired.
Financial Information System preferred; ability to work with details in
Senior Project Leader 950110.
an organized way; valid driver's liComputing and Communications.
cense and ability to obtain
Requirements: Minimum four years
The following is a list of positions
chauffeur's license; physical
of college; minimum five years data
available on the Hilltop Campus. In- stamina; ability to move and lift
formation regarding these and other heavy equipment, supply items and processing experience; ability to depositions may be obtained in the Of- filled mail sacks, and to make deliv- sign, program and install major
data processing systems; ability to
fice of Human Resources, Room 126 ery trips in bad weather; mail hanlead others in data processing North Brookings Hall, or by calling
dling and/or shipping receiving exproject development; ability to de935-5990. Note: All positions require perience helpful. Employment is
sign, write and install MANTIS or
three letters of recommendation.
contingent upon passing physical
FOCUS systems. Resume required.
Seismic Deployment Coordinator, exam. Clerical tests required.
Systems Analyst, Part time
Part time 950052. Department of
Administrative Assistant 950100.
950111. Department of Biology. ReEarth and Planetary Sciences. ReDepartment of Physics. Requirequirements: Bachelor's degree in a
quirements: Bachelor's degree;
ments: High school graduate, some
computer-related field preferred;
knowledge of SUN and Macintosh
college preferred; familiarity with
familiarity with Appletalk, EtherTalk,
computer systems; acquaintance
computer word processing; knowlTCP/IP Protocols, and network
with principles of seismology; flex- edge of Microsoft Word on Macinmaintenance; experience using
ibility in work schedule; ability to
tosh computers strongly preferred;
Internet and supporting Macintosh
travel to seismometer sites.
typing 55 wpm with accuracy; abilsystems; knowledge of MACTCP
Resume required.
ity to interact and maintain positive
and some public domain TCP/IP
Nurse Assistant, Part time 950061. relationships with students, staff
Macintosh software preferred; good
and
faculty;
flexibility;
ability
to
set
Health Services. Requirements:
interpersonal and organizational
High school graduate; ability to take priorities and work on numerous
skills; ability to explain computer
tasks
with
constant
interruptions;
temperature and blood pressure.
concepts to others; some backHours: 12:30 to 8:30 p.m. Monday attentiveness to detail; self-motiva- ground in biology, chemistry and/or
tion; ability to work well under presthrough Friday. Duties: Answer
atmospheric science preferred.
door, telephone; greet students; pull sure and meet deadlines. Clerical
Resume required.
and file charts; take vital signs; pre- tests required.
Associate
Network Engineer
pare meals; change bed linens; reLibrary Assistant 950104. John M.
950115. Office of the Network Coorstock supplies; some clerical tasks.
Olin School of Business. Requiredinator. Requirements: Associate's
Application required.
ments: Two years of college,
degree in electronics, or equivalent
bachelor's degree preferred; knowlAssistant Publications Editor
experience; experience installing
edge of word processing package
950082. Public Affairs. Requireand maintaining fiber and copper
(ali-in-1 and WPS-Plus software,
ments: Some college, bachelor's
networks; working knowledge of
Digital
equipment
preferred);
some
degree preferred; outstanding editLAN and WANS, UNIX, personal
knowledge
of
University
Financial
ing and writing abilities; minimum
computers and Macintosh; demonInformation System preferred; atof one year experience in writing
strated problem-solving skills; extentiveness to detail; ability to interand editing preferred; familiarity
perience providing support in a
act well with library users; ability to
with typography and print produchighly technical area and commitexplain
and
interpret
library
polition; skill and interest in proofreadment to user support; good verbal
cies; ability to work independently
ing; concern with detail and accuand written communication skills.
with minimal supervision; typing 35
racy; ability to work well with wide
Resume required.
wpm with accuracy. Clerical tests
range of people. Resume required.
required.
Software Engineer 950*116. Office
Administrative Secretary 950083.
of the Network Coordinator. ReCashier II950105. Accounting SerAccounting Services. Requirequirements: Bachelor'sdegree in
ments: College degree, business or vices. Requirements: One year cash computer science, electrical engihandling experience and one year
vocational school training; five
neering or equivalent experience;
years secretarial experience; typing bookkeeping experience or three
system administration experience
semesters
hours
of
accounting;
50 wpm with accuracy, including
with UNIX-based operating sysstatistical typing; excellent interper- courteous, tactful; ability to orgatems; working knowledge of LAN
nize
and
control
a
very
heavy
volsonal communication skills, parand WANS, VMS, and TCP/IP and
ticularly on the telephone; personal ume of work; strong customer ser- DECNET; strong programming and
computer word processing, includ- vice skills; willingness to continually problem-solving skills; experience
improve professional and personal
ing WordPerfect for Windows, Loin providing support in a highly
development; proficiency in operattus and E-Mail; excellent grammar,
technical area and commitment to
ing
office
equipment;
ability
and
punctuation and spelling skills; abiluser support; good verbal and writity to participate on various types of willingness to learn two complex
ten communication skills. Resume
computer systems; flexibility to
teams and projects to achieve the
required.
goals of Accounting Services. Cleri- work at Hilltop Campus or School
of Medicine. Clerical tests required. Public Service Assistant 950119.
cal tests required.
University Registrar. Requirements:
Senior Project Leader 950106.
Receptionist/Secretary 950092.
Some college, bachelor's degree
Computing
and
Communications.
Department of English. Requirepreferred; ability to work well with
Requirements: Minimum five years
ments: High school graduate;
people in public service environcheerful and courteous disposition; data processing experience; ability
ment. Duties: Provide public service
to design, program and install maflexibility; attentiveness to detail;
assistance to students, faculty, staff
ability to set priorities and work on jor data processing systems; ability and alumni regarding University
numerous tasks with constant inter- to lead others in data processing
and registrar procedures, policies,
ruption; working knowledge of Uni- project development; ability to deand operation; process in-person
sign, write and install MANTIS and
versity procedures preferred; gentranscript requests; oversee student
COBOL;
IBM
mainframe
and
pereral office experience; typing 50
identification system, including use
sonal computer experience prewpm with accuracy. Clerical tests
of personal computer, mainframe
ferred-Resume
required*——.,
required.
and camera equipment. Clerical
tests required.
Dispatch
Supervisor
950107.
UniCashier, Part time 950094. Acversity Police. Requirements: Some
counting Services. Requirements:
Director of Benefits 950120. Office
college, bachelor's degree preHigh school graduate; one year
of Human Resources. Requireferred;
three
years
recent
expericashiering or comparable cash hanments: 10 or more years progresdling experience; ability to organize ence as police or emergency sersively responsible experience in devices
dispatcher
with
some
superviand account for a heavy, steady volsigning, contracting and communiume of checks and cash with a high sory experience preferred; knowlcating a variety of employee benedge of electronic security, alarm,
degree of accuracy; demonstrated
efits, as well as complying with
and
card
access
systems;
expericustomer service skills, including
their respective requirements; prothe ability to be courteous under all ence with automated records infor- fessional certification by
mation systems, preferably includcircumstances; capacity to learn
credentialing organizations, such as
ing computer-aided dispatch; some
two complex computer systems;
SHRM, CEBS, ACA, etc.; master's
experience
with
training
and
staff
flexibility to work additional hours
degree in human resources, certievaluation
preferred;
REGIS
certifias required; flexibility to work at
fied public accountant and/or a
Hilltop Campus or School of Medi- cation or equivalent preferred. Apmaster's degree in busines? adminplication
required.
cine. Clerical tests required.
istration; ability to train, coach,

Hilltop
Campus

Writing Skills Specialist, Part time
950098. Student Educational Service. Requirements: Master's degree; teaching experience at the
secondary or post-secondary level;
knowledge of the problems, of the
academically underprepared student. Resume required.
Library Technical Assistant
950099. Olin Library. Requirements: Two years of college-level
study or equivalent experience;
knowledge of accounting through

Coordinator for Greek Affairs
950109. Student Affairs. Requirements: Bachelor's degree; master's
degree in an appropriate discipline
preferred; experience in fraternity/
sorority affairs, advising student organizations, leadership training and
organizational development, or
campus activities; good communication skills and the ability to relate
effectively with students; willingness to accept odd hours (evenings, weekends); energy; creative
imagination; organizational skills;

counsel subordinate human resource staff, customers and peers.
Resume required.
Laboratory Coordinator. Department of Biology. Requirements: Experienced teacher with a master's
degree or Ph.D. in biology or
equivalent to develop and supervise
learning activities for introductory
biology courses; good communication skills; computer familiarity. Activities: Wet lab; compuler modeling
and simulations; group problem-

solving and discussion. Duties: Select and develop teaching materials
in conjunction with faculty; schedule and oversee teaching laboratories, Natural Sciences Learning
Center; teach lab sessions for firstyear students and sophomores;
work with a teaching fellow and
guide student teaching assistants.
This is a nine-month appointment
(not tenure track) with opportunity
for summer employment. Respond
to: Search Committee, Department
of Biology, Box 1157, One
Brookings Drive, St. Louis, MO
63130.
Postdoctoral Teaching Associate.
Department of Biology. Requirements: Biologist with an interest in
developing teaching skills to work
with biology faculty and staff to develop and implement a range of
learning activities for introductory
courses; good communication
skills; familiarity with computers.
Duties: Teach multiple lab sections
for first-year students and sophomores; supervise tutors; give some
lectures to a large audience. Activities: Wet lab; computer modeling
and simulations; group problemsolving and discussion. This is a
nine-month appointment with op-'
portunity for summer employment.
Two-year term with the possibility
of renewal. Respond to: Search
Committee, Department of Biology,
Box 1157, One Brookings Drive, St.
Louis, MO 63130.

Medical
Campus
The following is a partial list of positions available at the School of
Medicine. Employees who are interested in submitting a transfer request should contact the Human
Resources Department of the medical school at 362-4920 to request
an application. External candidates
may call 362-7195 for information
regarding application procedures or
may submit a resume to the Human
Resources office located at 4480
Clayton Ave., Campus Box 8002, St.
Louis, Mo., 63110. Please note that
the medical school does not disclose salary information for vacan-

Q^L
Q

cies, and the office strongly discourages inquiries to departments
other than Human Resources.
Programmer Analyst WUSBCS-JH
WUSBCS. Requirements: Bachelor's
degree in computer science with
two to three years experience in application support; one year programming experience; background
in Mumps programming, IDX applications, program maintenance and
user support.

ferred; experience with grants application; typing 60 wpm. Will be
dealing with patients and handling
several projects at one time.
Medical Secretary II950207-R.
Neurology. Requirements: Two
years of college; two years related
experience preferred; knowledge of
WordPerfect; typing 60 wpm. Will
have frequent contact with
Alzheimer's disease patients and
their families.

Programmer Analyst WUSBCS-JH
WUSBCS. Requirements: Bachelor's
degree in computer science with
two to three years experience in application support; one year of programming experience; HL7, RDB, C
and development of specifications
for application programs in a patient registration data base.

Data Assistant 950229-R. Psychiatry. Schedule: Part time, 20 hours
per week, Monday through Friday,
flexible hours. Requirements: High
school graduate or equivalent,
some college preferred; experience
with DOS, WordPerfect and data
management; research experience
preferred; typing 50 wpm.

Programmer Analyst 1940898-R.
Psychiatry. Requirements:
Bachelor's degree in computer science, statistics, mathematics or related scientific field; knowledge of
quantitative and population genetics
desired; proficiency in SAS and C.
Job located at Boatmen's Bank
Building.

Departmental Accounting Assistant 950247-R. Biochemistry. Requirements: High school graduate
or equivalent; three years related
experience; knowledge of general
office procedures; typing 40 wpm;
experience with Macintosh; knowledge of university procedures and
usage of forms desired.

Medical Secretary II940975-R.
Neurological Surgery. Requirements: High school graduate or
equivalent, some college preferred;
related experience in medical environment preferred; CRT and
dictaphone experience; typing 50
wpm.

Special Project Assistant 950254R. Finance Office. Requirements:
Two years college or equivalent
work experience; knowledge of accounting, finance or data processing preferred. Duties: Computer report production and distribution,
quality control for three computer
printers and support of
department's procurement activities.

Medical Secretary II950149-R.
Metabolism. Requirements: High
school graduate or equivalent, supervisory experience preferred;
knowledge of IBM and Lotus/Excel
preferred; background in purchasing or accounting helpful; typing 60
wpm.

Division Administrator 950287-R.
Division of General Medicine. Requirements: Bachelor's degree; experience with on-line integrated accounting systems and spreadsheet
programs preferred. Duties: ManComputer Programmer 1950197age the administrative and support
R. Lipid Research. Requirements:
functions; financial operation, grant
Experienced DBASE IV programmer and human resource management.
to develop new programs, personal
computer software support and
Systems Operator 950312-R. Psyconduct hardware troubleshooting; chiatry. Schedule: Part time, 20
Novell network experience and sci- hours per week. Requirements:
entific background preferred.
Ability to assist systems analyst in
hardware/software installation,
Medical Secretary 1950204-R.
troubleshooting and minor proSurgery. Requirements: High
gramming; some college or technischool graduate or equivalent,
cal school training preferred.
medical secretary experience pre-

Addressing employee questions
concerning the Washington
University community

What is the University's child care spending plan and
• how can I participate?
#

A# Eligible Washington University
• employees may contribute up to
$5,000 per year on a pre-tax basis for
child care expenses. By deducting
monthly child care expenses from pretaxed pay, an employee can increase
disposable income.
Qualified child care expenses are those
rendered by a licensed day care center or
babysitter over the age of 19. The services
must be rendered for the sole purpose of
allowing both spouses to work or to allow
one spouse to work and the other to seek
an education. The child receiving the care
must be under the age of 13.
Employees may deduct a maximum of
$5,000 per year from their paychecks on a
pre-tax basis for this plan. However,
deductions are limited to the gross earnings of the lower-paid spouse. If one
spouse is a full-time student, he or she is
entitled to contribute $200 per month for
one child ($400 for two children).
Employees who participate in this plan
are required to file form No. 2441 with
their income tax return and report the
name, address and taxpayer identification
number (or social security number) of the
child care provider. Total child care ex-

penses for the year will appear on the W-2
form.
Reimbursements will be made on a
weekly basis and mailed directly to an
employee's home address. Employees are
required to submit the original documents
(invoices, canceled checks or other receipts) in order to be reimbursed.
The enrollment deadline is Nov. 18.
Enrollment for 1995 is irrevocable; employees will not be able to change or
terminate contributions during 1995
unless there is a change in family status,
i.e. marriage, divorce, birth or adoption of
a child, etc.
— Gloria W. White, vice chancellor for
human resources
Submit questions about the University,
which have broad appeal, to Q&A, c/o
Susannah Webb, Campus Box 1070, or
p72245sw@wuvmd.wustl.edu. Questions
will be answered by the appropriate
administrator. Though employee questions will appear anonymously in the
Record, please submit yourfull name,
department and phone number with your
typed question. For information, call
Webb at 935-6603.

